
Ragtime Sound Effect Requirements 
 

Sound Effect: Page 
Number/Loc
ation: 

Cue Line (play sound after line): 

Ship’s horn B, pg. 9 Father: “Stay well.  God bless you.” 
Reverb on mic for Father T, pg. 12  Reverb on Father’s “Journey on” 
Baby crying M, pg. 21 Little Boy: “… the supply ship ERIK.” 

Fade if out after first 20-30 seconds  
Trolley Sound (bells, see 
Greene if confused) 

M, pg. 37 Mother: “I hope not.” 

Trolley Sound (bells, see 
Greene if confused) 

M, pg. 40 Conductor:  “Boston Post Road trolley! Boston!” 

Sound of car approaching, 
parking, engine shuts off, car 
door closing 

T, pg. 41 In BLACKOUT between A1S11 & A1S11a 

Sound of car door opening, 
closing, engine starting, car 
driving off 

M, pg. 41 Coalhouse: “Good day.”  (wait a beat for him to 
exit stage before starting sounds, i.e. he needs 
time to get to car) 

Knocking at door T, pg. 43 Mother: “You haven’t slept.” 
Factory machinery sounds M, pg. 52 Start of scene A1S16, play for opening 20 

seconds or so then fade out 
Train whistle  M, pg. 56 Tateh: “You’ll miss the train!” 
Gunshots, police whistles M, pg. 56 Mrs. Whitstein:  “Get them out of here!” 
Sound of train whistle and 
steam engine starting up 
moving away 

M, pg. 56 Tateh: I hate you, Goddamned America!” 

Train whistle M, pg. 58 Few seconds after song ends with Tateh “LOOK 
BACK!” 

Sound of old car’s engine B, pg. 59 Washington: “… they have gained strength.” 
Sounds of windshield breaking, 
metal being hit, general car 
damage 

B, pg. 60 Washington: “We must exhibit patience.” Sound 
does not start until firemen silhouetted  

Sound of door slamming M, pg. 74 Younger Brother: “I despise you.”  Wait for 
Younger Brother to exit US before sound 

Sound of cheering crowd at 
game 

B, pg. 75 Umpire: “Play ball!” 

Sound of taxi horn (old 
fashioned car horn sound) 

M, pg. 82 Father: “Mother.  I.” 

Enormous explosion – must be 
BIG 

B, pg. 100 EMMA, COALHOUSE’S MEN: “IN THE 
DARKNESS” 

Gunshots (a multiple volley of 
gunfire, very rapid 

M, pg. 112 Father: “He’s a fine boy.” (hold sound until 
Coalhouse stand USC underneath main platform.”   

 


